
Our goal is to introduce our guests to the BELADI name and the statement of quality it made 
us naturally adopt on our award-winning olive oils: “This olive oil is made with the BELADI olives 
which are still being gifted to the world from the 6,000-year old Mother trees, 16 of which can still be 
admired in the village of Bechealeh, Lebanon.”

In collaboration with Novavine, Olive Grove Partners and their TIME olive trees’ brand have 
introduced in the USA the Beladi and other olive trees from Lebanon.

We are in the process of identifying these varieties and undertaking further research to study their 
characteristics such as their resistance to the extreme weather and to the olive fly.

They will be available in the spring of 2014. It is our opinion that they should be (naturally) 
planted in low to medium density: 200 or less trees per acre

We are confident in the olive trees’ value from their giving: Drought resistance, shade, fruit, health, 
beauty, history. We are amazed by their ease of transplant, survival, longevity. We love their legends.
Some say that the olive tree is immortal.

Our mission is to research & propagate in the US, the Mediterranean/Lebanese olive tree 
varieties 

TIME Olive Trees, Mother of All Trees

TIME brands names of Olive Grove Partners, Ltd. 

Our Vision
Our product is people serving people. Working together, we rise to our full potential in a transparent, 
caring and fulfilling environment.

Our Mission
Holding ourselves to a higher standard in blending the best of traditional Mediterranean culture 
with modern American technology, we are introducing to the United States the Lebanese mother 
olive tree. We aim to serve consumers who care about their family’s health as well as social, cultural 
and ecological well-being. We commit to a gracious experience to all our customers, timely delivery, 
fair pricing and friendly professional service. Enrichment, comfort and dependability.

OUR MESSAGE on this May 4, 2013:

Planting Seeds.  
Developing Communities.

Olive Grove Partners, Ltd


